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Beloved
Community
Beloved Community is CBF Virginia’s 2017-18 theme. The expression “Beloved Community” was coined by
American philosopher Josiah Royce (1855-1916), but most of us became aware of the term Beloved
Community from Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Dr. King declared, “The end is reconciliation; the end is redemption; the end is the creation of the Beloved
Community. It is this type of spirit and this type of love that can transform opponents into friends…It is this
love which will bring about miracles in the hearts of men.” For King, building Beloved Community connoted
the hard work of reconciliation, redemption, and being in right relationship, including “transforming
opponents into friends.”
Dr. King’s Beloved Community possesses a global vision in which “poverty, hunger, and homelessness will
not be tolerated because international standards of human decency will not allow it. Racism and all forms of
discrimination, bigotry, and prejudice will be replaced by an all-inclusive spirit of sisterhood and
brotherhood. In the Beloved Community, international disputes will be resolved by peaceful conflict
resolution and reconciliation of adversaries, instead of military power. Love and trust will triumph over fear
and hatred. Peace with justice will prevail over war and military conflict.”
In many ways Beloved Community is another way to describe what Jesus called the Kingdom of God.
Following the Jesus’ way means practicing radical kindness and compassion today just as Jesus did when he
walked on earth. Jesus’ love transcends cultural and tribal divisions. G.K. Chesterton said it this way: Beloved
Community “has not been tried and found wanting; it has been found difficult and not tried.”
We believe Beloved Community is congruent with CBF’s focus on forming together and partnering to renew
God’s world. When we think about “forming together” the question, “What does God seek to form and
shape in our lives, in our congregations, and in the communities we serve?” springs forth. Do we really
believe God seeks to birth compassion and embody unconditional love? Is God forming within us capacity
for inclusion, reconciliation, justice, and peace?
Beloved Community is not just a friendly-sounding phrase. Beloved Community is a calling that leads to
action for the common good. Among other things, building Beloved Community is an antidote to the toxicity
of politics and culture in America. I look forward to innovative ideas and wonderful ways individuals and
congregations across the Commonwealth will deepen Beloved Community this coming year.

Terry Maples, CBF Virginia Field Coordinator
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CBFVA
Year in Review 2016-2017
Before we introduce CBFVA ministries for 2017-2018, allow us to share highlights from 2016-2017. We celebrate all the
ways God used CBFVA to impact lives!
Partnership with CBF – CBFVA encouraged a healthier symbiotic relationship with CBF Global this year. Examples of the growing
collaboration include crafting a new covenant, embracing a new logo under the CBF house brand, adopting CBF field personnel
connected to Virginia, contributing to CBF’s 25th Anniversary Campaign, supporting six Student.Church interns, working toward a
new church start in Virginia, and planning for a Together for Hope site in Southwest Virginia.

New Branding – The Coordinating Council approved a new logo for CBFVA under the CBF house brand. We chose colors in the
“Renewal” family in order to access the greens reminiscent of our old logo. In conjunction with new branding, CBFVA launched a
new website in June 2017. CBFVA also started a new narrative newsletter The Vine to enable us to more effectively tell our story.

Growing Partnership with BTSR – In May 2017, CBFVA moved its offices back to the campus of BTSR. We believe this move
facilitates collegiality and greater collaboration between CBFVA and BTSR. Significant joint ventures this year included the first
Pastors’ School and the CBFVA/BTSR luncheon at the BGAV annual meeting. We are grateful to BTSR faculty members who wrote
Bible studies speaking to our 2017-18 theme.

Coordinating Council – Our Coordinating Council faithfully guided the work of CBFVA during 2016-2017. We are blessed with gifted
and passionate leaders. The Council evaluated existing ministries and partnerships and engaged in a time of dreaming together
during the June 2016 retreat. At the June 2017 retreat a new identity statement and priorities to guide our ministry emerged. We
are excited about new initiatives to enrich CBFVA ministries and the congregations and clergy we serve.

Ministry Planner – CBFVA introduced its second Ministry Planner at the General Assembly in Hampton. This resource contained a
message from the field coordinator; introduced “Christ’s Love Compels Us;” promoted “25 for the 25 th” mission projects across
Virginia; celebrated 25 years of ministry for CBF and Baptist Theological Seminary; introduced CBF field personnel Gennady and
Mina Podgaisky; and introduced events, ministries, and mission engagement opportunities. The Ministry Planner contained a
series of Bible study lessons by Michael Cheuk. These lessons were distributed throughout the Fellowship.

CBFVA General Assembly 2016 – Our annual gathering took place at Hampton Baptist Church on September 23, 2016. The theme
“Christ’s Love Compels Us” connected to CBF’s 25th anniversary theme. Matt Cook was our featured keynote speaker. We
conducted an interview with the Podgaiskys in Kiev, offered learning labs, and participated in worship with Michael Cheuk as
proclaimer.

Pastors’ School – CBFVA sponsored the first Pastors’ School at BTSR. “Teaching the Church to Swim” was our focus. Jim Somerville,
Richmond’s First Baptist pastor, challenged leaders to stop shoring up institutions and start teaching our faith families how to
swim.
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Mission Box – The 2016-17 Mission Box project concentrated on the work of Jessica and Joshua Hearne, CBF Field
Personnel in Danville, VA. Folks across Virginia collected practical items for Grace and Main’s Urban Garden. More than
thirty congregations provided about 600 mission boxes.

Mission Madness – Over 500 students and adults participated in Mission Madness during three weekends at sites in
Madison Heights, Richmond, and Hampton. This year our students wrestled with what it means to “bear witness to
Jesus Christ” as we worshipped together, fellowshipped together, and served in community gardens, food banks, with
homebound folks, and through a variety of other local ministries.

Mission Immersion – In May, six participants from Virginia traveled to Kiev, Ukraine, to visit the Village of Hope, an
orphanage resourced by CBF and overseen by Mina and Gennady Podgaisky, CBF field personnel. During this ten-day
immersion experience our group completed minor maintenance projects, met with organizations working in Kiev, and
learned about Ukrainian culture.

Mission Exchange – This year CBFVA helped make mission engagement in places like Danville, Haiti, and Slovakia
possible for about a dozen church groups. Mission Exchange is designed to handle the logistical aspects of mission
planning so your church can focus on spiritually preparing your people to go out on mission.

Mission Grants – CBFVA’s Coordinating Council approved funding support for congregational mission grants. The
impetus for mission grants is to encourage congregations to open their eyes to see needs in their communities then
take action to meet those needs. We created a process and an application. Congregations may apply now for $1,000
mission grants.

El Salvador – In January CBFVA supporters traveled with Sue Smith to El Salvador to explore possible international
partnerships in the area. Stay tuned to hear more exciting updates about how your church can engage!

CBFVA-BTSR Luncheon – About 140 people participated in the annual CBFVA-BTSR Luncheon at Vinton Baptist Church
in conjunction with the BGAV Annual Meeting. To help celebrate BTSR’s 25th anniversary, Stephen Cook, BTSR grad and
pastor of Second Baptist Church in Memphis, TN, was our keynote speaker.

Youth Fall Retreat – In October, more than 200 students gathered at Eagle Eyrie to reflect on how to “tell our stories”
as we bear witness to Christ. Through worship, workshops, and fellowship opportunities, students interacted with our
theme in a variety of ways.

Youth Call Weekend – In November, 80 high school students gathered at Camp Crossroads to consider what “called to
action” in the world means. Call Weekend, a retreat offered every other year, gives students time to reflect on God’s
movement in their lives and how they invest their time and gifts.
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Introduction to First 25 Years of
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship Virginia

Cooperative Baptist Fellowship (CBF) formed in 1991 following a decade of frustrating denominational politics
within the Southern Baptist Convention. Seeking to uphold historic Baptist values and freedoms, this moderate
expression of Christ-followers created a fellowship of Baptist Christians and churches sharing a passion for historic
Baptist principles.

The first CBF General Assembly took place in 1991 in Atlanta, Georgia. Virginia participants at this gathering
elected the first Virginia members of the national CBF Coordinating Council. At the 1992 CBF General Assembly in
Fort Worth, Texas, a vote by those in attendance at the Virginia state caucus meeting authorized the formation of a
Virginia CBF organization. The first General Assembly of Virginia CBF, with 459 registered participants, was held on
February 25-26, 1994, at Second Baptist Church, Richmond.

For several years CBFVA functioned with a volunteer council. Early leaders in the movement worked diligently to
shape and build support for CBF Virginia. It wasn’t until 2001 CBFVA called its first coordinator, Richard Clore, who
served until 2006. Under Rick’s leadership many individuals and congregations were introduced to CBF, and a
Hispanic ministry was birthed in Fredericksburg. Rick established organizational stability: constitution was
established, office space was secured, administrator and reference and referral leader were hired, and personnel
policies were crafted.

Rob Fox was called as CBFVA’s field coordinator in 2009; he served until 2015. Rob brought energy and innovation
to CBFVA. Creative new mission initiatives emerged: Mission Box, Mission Madness, Mission Immersion, Mission
Exchange, and Mission Trailer. CBFVA communication tools were enriched—new logo, new website, Friday News,
etc. Ministries for and with students were developed—Fall Retreat, Call Weekend, and Mission Madness. Rob’s
focus on young Baptists encouraged an influx of young leaders to help guide the work of CBFVA.

Terry Maples assumed his role as field coordinator in 2016. Building on the foundation laid by previous leaders,
Terry’s first year focused on casting a fresh vision. Based on the branding work of CBF Global, four priorities
emerged for CBFVA: renew, form, connect, and engage. The future of CBFVA is bright as we continue to offer
meaningful mission engagement (including a new Together for Hope ministry in Southwest Virginia), resource
clergy, help congregations form faith in Jesus Christ, and invest in the Young Baptist Ecosystem.

A more thorough history of CBFVA’s first 25 years is available on the CBFVA website: www.cbfva.org.
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When Coperative Baptist Fellowship engaged in a re-branding process in 2015, a new logo was crafted. State
and regional CBF organizations were given opportunity to come under the house brand, i.e. have their own
unique version using the CBF template. CBFVA Coordinating Council felt timing was right to update our visual
identity and worked with CBF to craft the new logo. Adoption of this new logo shows CBFVA’s relationship
with Cooperative Baptist Fellowship – our organizations are inextricably linked while remaining autonomous.
Allow us to unpack the meaning of our new logo:
CBF’s logo is part of a system representing individuals, congregations, and partners who comprise the
Fellowship. We are witnesses to God’s work in the world and partners in God’s ministry. The logo
communicates that “parts make up the whole” because that is our strength.
The CBF monogram is a visual representation of “forming together.” It is a combination of squares, circles,
and the cross, each with a visual purpose and a deeper meaning within the context of our mission, vision,
and work.
Squares: In the CBF monogram, squares represent individuality and foundation. Affiliation
with CBF is measured by contribution. Any church or individual who sends a contribution
of any amount is considered a member of the Fellowship. This kind of personal and
individual connectivity is foundational to the Fellowship.

Circles: In the new logo, circles and curvature represent community and the formation of
unified partnerships that renew God’s world. Circles give the design fluidity and flow. One
of the strengths of CBF is our ability to be nimble, meeting needs of our local and global
communities as they arise.

Cross: The cross seen in the “f” signals that, first and foremost, we are here to testify to
God’s work in the world. By design, our monogram is easily recognizable as Christian.

For our logo, CBFVA chose the “Renewal” family of colors. This palate offered two green options. These
colors make continuity with our previous logo possible. We hope you, too, are excited about this fresh
representation of CBFVA’s mission and ministry in the Commonwealth of Virginia and beyond!
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New CBFVA Identity Statements
CBFVA Identity Statement
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship Virginia is a Christian network of churches and individuals motivated by Jesus
Christ; inspired by our unique Baptist heritage; invested in forming healthy congregations; committed to
mission engagement at home and abroad; and sustained by partnership and collaboration.
CBFVA Vision Statement
Cooperative Baptist Fellowship Virginia is called to cultivate healthy congregations and engage individuals and
churches in life transforming ministries. We are passionate about nurturing and forming faith in Jesus Christ,
connecting Christ-followers to one another and to CBF’s global mission and ministry, engaging students and
adults in mission experiences, and renewing God’s world through partnership and collaboration. CBFVA’s vision
is evident in these four priorities:

Connect

Engage

CBFVA is a network of congregations and
individuals. Connections are essential to building
our Fellowship. We bring like-minded Baptists
together, link people in our network to helpful
resources, introduce folks in Virginia to the
broader CBF family, and encourage experiences
that build relationship and beloved community.

CBFVA is committed to cultivating holistic mission
efforts in Virginia and around the globe. Our
passion is to serve “the least of these,” transform
lives and communities, and influence how we
view others and the world.

Form

Renew

CBFVA is committed to shaping and forming faith
in Jesus Christ for the sake of the world. We
believe congregational health and vitality are tied
to intentional efforts to help people embody the
values and convictions of Jesus. We create
experiences that awaken consciousness about
best practices for cultivating vital faith expressed
in love, grace, compassion, and mercy.

Like CBF Global, CBFVA is committed to
“partnering to renew God’s world.” Our broken
world needs repair and renewal. We join hands
with other like-minded people of faith to bring
healing and wholeness through peace, justice, and
advocacy efforts.
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CBFVA on the Move!
Formation/Animation
CBFVA is committed to resourcing clergy and congregations across the Commonwealth. During 2017-2018 the CBFVA staff will travel across
the state to engage others in dialogue around two topics vital to congregational health:

FORMATION
Forming Faith OR Teaching Lessons?
Facilitated by Terry Maples, CBFVA Field Coordinator
The Big Idea coming out of CBF’s branding process is forming together. What does it mean to form faith in Jesus Christ for the sake of the
world? Does it matter the type of faith we form and the approaches we utilize? How does a congregation know if Bible study classes and
other educational experiences actually shape and form faith in ways that lead to transformation and action in the world? Are we simply
providing religious instruction without expecting change? This session includes a presentation and dialogue based on Terry’s book Reclaiming
and Re-Forming Baptist Identity. Join the conversation!

ANIMATION
Redefining Success in Missions
Facilitated by Mark Snipes, CBFVA Missions Coordinator
Over the last few years, CBF has prioritized the concept of partnering together to renew God's world. As we flesh out what this
means, CBFVA wants to engage churches in conversation about redefining missional faithfulness. The scorecard for missional
success is changing. How does the local church respond? How do we engage partners in helping us fulfill our God-given mission?
This session offers insight into how churches can rethink mission initiatives—from the discernment process within the congregation
to how the church engages with its community.

Plans are underway for these gatherings. If you would like to host a Formation/Animation luncheon conversation, please contact Terry
Maples at tmaples@cbfva.org or 804.213.0412.
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CBFVA Bible Studies
Beloved Community

Beloved Community. CBF’s 2017-18 theme supports and encourages congregations in their efforts to nurture
communities of love and affection. One tangible way of resourcing congregations is through a series of Bible studies
written by faculty members of Baptist Theological Seminary at Richmond. We believe these leaders offer thoughtful and
theologically sound ideas about forming beloved community. Because of our desire to introduce Fellowship Baptists to
the gifted scholarship of BTSR, because of CBFVA’s relationship with this partner school, and because of our desire to
share these studies with the broader CBF family, asking BTSR faculty to help shape our understanding of Beloved
Community was wise and good.
We decided to deliver our Bible studies differently this year. Instead of printing lessons in the Ministry Planner as we did
in the past, the CBFVA Coordinating Council opted to offer this one-page introduction to the lessons then make the
lessons available digitally on our website. We feel this is better stewardship of the financial resources entrusted to us.
Again this year we offer six Bible studies unpacking what it means to encourage beloved community. With incivility
evident in our culture, divisions among us, hate leading to unnecessary death, and threats of nuclear destruction, these
lessons could not be more timely. We encourage you to find creative ways to use these studies in your context. Lesson
titles, scripture references, and authors are as follows:
Woe Be the Ties that Break: Lapses of Love in the Community of the Beloved Disciple,
(1 John 2:18-19; 2 John 7-10; 3 John 9-10), Dr. Scott Spencer
A House of Prayer for All Peoples (Isaiah 56:7), Dr. Mark Biddle
We Are What We Eat: Divine Love Made Food (1 Cor. 11:23-33), Dr. Beth Newman
Lying at the Gate: Longing for Beloved Community (Luke 16:19–31), Dr. Art Wright
Who Needs a Major Life Interruption? (John 4), Dr. Tracy Hartman
Cultivating Beloved Communities of Mercy and Love (Matthew 9:10-13), Dr. Greg Smith

To view the Bible studies visit: cbfva.org
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Student.Church
Student.Church places college student interns in CBF partner churches
during the summer. While being mentored by seasoned ministers, students
explore the breath of congregational ministry as they experience all aspects
of church life, including worship planning, pastoral care, budgeting, and
deacon ministry. In 2018, CBFVA will help seven congregations in Virginia
secure college student interns through Student.Church. If your congregation
is interested in partnering in this way, please contact Terry Maples
(tmaples@cbfva.org) or Mark Snipes (msnipes@cbfva.org).
http://www.cbf.net/studentdotchurch

Selah Vie
Selah Vie is an end-of-summer retreat that allows college and
graduate students to pause in the midst of life in order to reflect,
listen, seek guidance and discern God's purposes and direction.
Specialized tracks give attention to the different life stages in
which students may find themselves. Topics for discussion and
discernment include: Giftedness, Vocation/Calling, Relationships,
My Future, Next Steps
Beyond serving in a mission setting, in a church, at a camp, etc.
beyond graduation.
http://www.cbf.net/selahvie

Student.Go
Student.Go provides opportunities for students to serve with our field personnel
and ministry partners as they life out CBF Global Missions commitments—
cultivating beloved community, bearing witness to Jesus Christ and seeking
transformational development.
www.cbf.net/studentdotgo
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Save the Date for Upcoming
CBF Global General Assemblies

Dallas, TX

Birmingham, Ala.

2019

June 17-21, 2019

2018

June 11-15, 2018

Virginia State Meeting at the CBF General Assembly
An important aspect of the CBF General Assembly each year is designated time for
folks from Virginia to gather for inspiration and fellowship. The state meeting in
Dallas is set for Thursday afternoon, June 14, 2018. This is your opportunity to
hear stories about intentional efforts to cultivate beloved community across the
Commonwealth. Make plans now to attend the CBF General Assembly, and join us
for the state meeting.
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Save the Date!
Thursday,
June 14, 2018
Dallas, TX
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Together For Hope
Together for Hope (TFH) formed in 2001 as Cooperative Baptist Fellowship’s 20-year commitment to the 20
poorest counties in the United States. All of these counties were rural. TFH was birthed with strong
convictions about a particular approach, Asset Based Community Development, because the key to alleviating
poverty in these rural areas is found within the people who live there.
Together for Hope (TFH) currently provides a ministry presence in 18 locations across the rural landscape of
the U.S. – from Arizona to Appalachia and from the Dakotas to the Delta. TFH works alongside communities in
these focus areas: education, health and nutrition, housing and environment, and social enterprise. TFH’s
vision has expanded to include the 301 counties of persistent rural poverty in the United States.

We are pleased to announce a new TFH initiative in Southwest Virginia and Southern West Virginia. Partners
in this new ministry include Baptist General Association of Virginia, Bluefield College, CBF Virginia, and WMU
Virginia. These partners have signed a Memorandum of Understanding committing to collaborate with local
leaders to birth a ministry presence in this region of the state.
Why start a new TFH work in Virginia? There is persistent poverty in this region, and food insecurity is
prevalent. In fact, 21% of children in Tazewell County face food insecurity. Many families do not qualify for
federal child nutrition programs and must rely on charity to put food on the table.
Hungry children is reason enough for a compassionate response. Waning population, lack of meaningful
work, and abuse of prescription drugs also contribute to a sense of hopelessness. By collaborating with local
leaders, TFH provides exactly what is needed—HOPE!
Thus far we have held five gatherings in Bluefield (Virginia and West Virginia). Two luncheons focused on
listening to key leaders in the region, and two involved Asset Mapping experiences. A high level strategic
conversation with the partners and key local leaders took place on August 24, 2017. We are grateful for Jason
Coker’s excellent guidance and support on behalf of Together for Hope.
What we discovered thus far is the region is blessed with gifted and passionate people who are excited to
work together to alleviate poverty. Please pray for the partners in this coalition as they work with local
leaders to discern the type of ministry needed in this region.
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CBF Advocacy & Public Witness
The call to advocate on behalf of others originates in efforts to show love and care for neighbors in our communities
and throughout the world. CBF Advocacy initiatives are rooted in the mission experience of the local church as well as
our Global Missions field personnel. While we help meet the needs of those around us, we should not neglect the
opportunity to raise our voice on their behalf and work to insure their voices are heard. Acts of compassion and charity
can be coupled & strengthened with advocacy for more just systems. As churches consider a more active engagement
in advocacy, here are some important things to consider.

POTENTIAL REASONS FOR CHURCH-BASED CHRISTIAN ADVOCACY
Broaden the potential for positive impact in community
Develop identity as a church known for caring for others
Establish contact with and engage new people in the community in order to invite and love
To empower and support church members as they feel called to be advocates for people and issues
Create a safe space to think, pray and discuss tough issues while modeling civil discourse
To encourage informed, faithful, active citizenship by our members

WHAT ISSUES MIGHT YOUR CHURCH ADDRESS?
Start with Missions – where are passions evident in your church’s existing mission work?
Look beyond the church – what other organizations and nonprofits are active in your community?
Engage civic leaders – become informed about current issues happening in your town or city
Recognize assets at home – are there experts in your congregation? Any professionals with knowledge of potential
issue areas?
Bless the passionate few who do – there will be those excited about this opportunity at church
Provide space and permission for members to explore current issues of concern without obligating the entire
church to embrace an issue or position

For more information about advocacy and public witness,
contact Stephen Reeves at sreeves@cbf.net.
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This is my commandment, that you love one another as I have loved you
John 15:12

CBF is committed to partnering to renew God’s world. When you support the Offering for Global Missions, you
partner with CBF field personnel and connect with God’s larger plan for the world!

100% of your gifts to the Offering for Global Missions (OGM) help sustain the long-term presence of CBF field
personnel serving around the world. This means you will help care for refugees. You will welcome people, share
the Gospel, and create beloved community.

This year’s OGM focus is on the inspiring work of CBF field personnel in Uganda; Danville, Virginia; and Research
Triangle, North Carolina. Go to the CBF website (http://www.cbf.net/missions/ogm/) and download the offering
guide and other resources to introduce you more fully to the work of these committed missionaries and help you
promote the offering. The work of these servants is typical of the transformative work made possible through your
gifts to OGM. When you give lives are restored—one person at a time.

To make a gift to support CBF’s global mission enterprise, go to the link above and click on GIVE.
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